
Basics of Invariant theory

Invariant Theory and Computational Complexity

1 Introduction

This is a brief introduction to the central concepts in computational invariant theory and
how they are related to fundamental questions in computational complexity. In the past
few years, there has been a lot of activity in this area of computational invariant theory as
many connections to diverse areas like algebraic circuit complexity, optimization, quantum
information theory, polynomial identity testing (PIT) have been discovered. We will first
explain the mathematical setup and state the main results which are often used in most of
these works. We will then look at the connection to algebraic complexity theory and what
the conjectures say. We will proceed to then look at the current state of art, and survey
briefly the different approaches researchers have taken to attack this problem and its sub
cases. The aim of this exposition is to provide a bird’s eye view of the current literature and
simultaneously equip the reader with necessary concepts required to delve into the area.

2 Basic Terminology

This section’s a collection of the basic terms and results used in invariant theory. [DK] is an
excellent reference for this area. Readers familiar with this terminology may skip this.

2.1 Group Representation

For a group G, a G´representation is a tuple pV, ρq where V is a vector space and ρ : G Ñ

GLpV q is a group homomorphism. More concretely, if V is n-dimensional, the map ρ assigns
to each group element g, a n ˆ n invertible matrix ρpgq such that ρpghq “ ρpgqρphq. This
can be generalised to other structures by replacing G by other algebraic structures like Lie
algebra, associative algebras etc.

2.2 Polynomial Algebra

Let V “ spanFteiu i.e V is a vector space over F. FrV s is defined to be the set of all
polynomial functions on the vector space V . One natural way to do this is by declaring a
basis of V “ tv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnu. The basis of the dual space, ( also called coordinate functions)
are tx1, ¨ ¨ ¨xnu where xipvjq “ δij . Then, FrV s – Frx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xns.

Example - We usually need the vectorspace of d-tuples of n ˆ n matrices over F i.e., V “

Mpn,Fq‘d which has a natural basis, tekij | i, j P rns k P rdsu which are the elementary
matrices. Their dual basically give us the pi, jqth co-ordinate and thus any polynomial in the
entries like trpAq, detpAq is an element of FrV s

However, this construction is not basis-free, so, let’s look at how to do it more abstractly.
The following SpV ˚q construction is also used frequently in literature, so it is a nice idea to
be familiar with.
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The goal is to create polynomials on vectors. But what does this even mean? There’s just
one way to multiply vectors - tensor products. But this is non-commutative! We force com-
mutativity i.e. quotient the tensor product space. Let’s see how to get degree 2 polynomials.

Say, V has a basis tei | i P rnsu. (I’m not cheating here but rather using a basis to ease
explanation!) Then, T 2pV q “ V bFV “ spanFteibej | i, j P rnsu. We want eibej “ ejbei
so we quotient by all such relations, J “ spanFpej b ei ´ ei b ej | i, j P rnsq to get,
S2pV q “ T 2pV q{J “ spanFpei b ej | i ď j P rnsq. This is called the symmetric product.
However we need functions on V so we need to take S2pV ˚q. Thus, any homogeneous de-
gree 2 polynomial in n variables can be written uniquely as ppx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “

ř

iďj aijxixj Ñ
ř

iďj aijpe
˚
i q b pe

˚
j q P S

2pV ˚q. We can do this construction for each d and define SpV ˚q “
À

d S
dpV ˚q which, by the above observation, gives FrV s :“ SpV ˚q – Frx1, ¨ ¨ ¨xns.

Note - As a shorthand, we write ppvq and not ppe1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , enq. For example, in V “Mpn,Fq2,
we write ppB1, B2q “ detpB1 `B2q but this is a polynomial in 2n2 and not 2 variables.

2.3 Invariant Ring

For a G´representation pV, ρq, a polynomial p P FrV s, is said to be invariant under the
action of G if ppvq “ ppρpgqpvqq @g P G Clearly, the set of all invariant polynomials
forms a ring denoted as FrV sG. Hilbert in a landmark result proved that if G is good
enough (reductive), this ring is finitely generated (as an F- algebra), i.e there is a finite
set of polynomials tpi | i P Iu such that any other invariant polynomial can be written
as a polynomial in these. Since the set is finite, define βpFrV sGq “ max

iPI
degppiq. Define

FrV sGą0 “ tf P FrV s
G | fp0q “ 0u which is the set of polynomials with no constant term.

2.4 Nullcone and OCI

Definition 2.1 (Nullcone). N pV,Gq “ tv | fpvq “ 0 @f P FrV sGą0u.

Definition 2.2 (Orbit). G.v “ tg ¨ v | @g P Gu.

Definition 2.3 (Orbit Closure). G.v “ tw | @f P FrV s, fpxq “ 0@x P G.v, ùñ fpwq “ 0u.

Example - If V “ R and if S is any infinite set then S “ R as any polynomial that vanishes
on an infinite set is 0. Conversely, any finite set is already closed as we can construct a
polynomial (fpxq “

ś

sPSpx´ sq) that vanishes exactly on those points.

Since, the vector spaces are finite dimensional, we can identify them with Fn and thus can
also view them as an algebraic variety i.e as the zero-set of a bunch of polynomials. The
closure above is thus the closure under Zariski topology which just amounts to adding in all
the missing roots of the set of defining polynomials. This is a natural closure to take as the
nullcone is defined as a variety. However, we also have the usual Euclidean topology and
the Euclidean closure would be defined something like, G.v “ tw | DpgiqiPN, lim

iÑ8
gi ¨ v “ wu

An aside - Viewed thus, a V is also referred to as a G-variety. This is the approach taken
in geometric representation theory. Moreover, the groups we generally work with are matrix
groups like GLn or SLn are algebraic groups which means that they also have the structure
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of an algebraic variety.1In such cases, V is called an algebraic G-variety. Clearly, the above
definitions of nullcone and orbit closures arise from the geometric viewpoint.

Lemma 2.4. Euclidean closure is contained in the Zariski closure

Proof. If DpgiqiPN, lim
iÑ8

gi ¨ v “ w. Then as every polynomial is a continuous function, we

can apply it inside the limit. So for any invariant pk, lim
iÑ8

pkpgi ¨ vq “ pkpvq “ pkpwq where

the first equality is due to the fact that pk is an invariant polynomial. Thus, pkpvq “ 0 ðñ

pkpwq “ 0. Therefore, w P G.v

The converse, in general, doesn’t hold but a famous result is that if F “ C, then the closures
are same. Moreover there’s a foundational result called the Hilbert-Mumford criterion which
gives a partial “converse” for just the null-cone but for all algebraically closed fields.

Before we mention the theorem, let’s restate, the nullcone in terms of orbit closures.

Lemma 2.5. N pV,Gq “ tv | 0 P G.vu

Proof. Every f P FrV sG is f0 ` f 1, f 1 P FrV sGą0. If fpvq “ 0 ùñ f0 “ 0 because by
definition of N pV,Gq, f 1pvq “ 0. But then, f “ f 1 and thus, fp0q “ 0 ùñ 0 P G.v.

Now let 0 P G.v and for a contradiction assume f P FrV sGą0 , fpvq ‰ 0. Define the polyno-
mial h “ pf ´ fpvqq fpg ¨ vq “ fpg ¨ vq ´ fpvq “ fpvq ´ fpvq “ 0 but hp0q “ ´fpvq ‰ 0, This
contradicts that 0 P G.v. Thus, v P N pV,Gq.

The above lemma says that if v is in the nullcone, we can conclude that 0 is in the (Zariski)
orbit closure of v. The Hilbert-Mumford criterion says that in this case we can also say that
its in the Euclidean closure. This is a stronger statement as we saw above that this closure
is a smaller set. Moreover, the witness sequence comes from a 1-parameter subgroup.

Theorem 2.6 (Hilbert-Mumford). v P N pV,Gq ðñ lim
tÑ0

φptq ¨ v “ 0 where φ : Fˆ Ñ G is a

homomorphism. The image of φ is called the 1-parameter subgroup.

Now we have a natural computational question.

Definition 2.7 (Nullcone membership (NC)). Given a representation pG,V, ρq and v P V ,
decide if v P N pV,Gq. If not, try to give a witness f , fpvq ‰ 0. This is called the separating
invariant.

We can generalize the problem as follows

Definition 2.8 (Orbit Closure Intersection (OCI)). Given a representation pG,V, ρq and
v, w P V , decide if G.vXG.w ‰ φ. If not, give a witness f , such that @g, 0 “ fpg.vq ‰ fpwq.

To check that this is indeed a generalization, note that for w “ 0. G.0 “ t0u and thus we
recover the nullcone membership question.

1To see this, SLn is defined as those matrices A where the polynomial detpAq ´ 1 “ 0. To define GLn, we
introduce a new formal variable Y and say GLn “ tA | detpAqY ´ 1 “ 0u, thus forcing detpAq ‰ 0
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3 The GCT-5 generalisation

We know that the set of generators is finite. A naive but simple idea to solve OCI is to simply
compute the list of all generators and check for each if they evaluate to the same value on
the 2 input points. We don’t need generators but having separating invariants is enough for
our purposes. To make this formal, we define the following.

Definition 3.1. A set S Ă FrV sG is called separating if for every pair v, w P V if Df P
FrV sG fpvq ‰ fpwq then Dg P S, gpvq ‰ gpwq. Define σpFrvsGq “ min

S
max
gPS

degpgq where

the min is over all separating S.

The set of generators is clearly separating and thus σpFrvsGq ď βpFrvsGq but a surprising re-
sult is that even if FrV sG is not finitely generated, then there may exist a finite separating S.
OCI is thus reduced to computing S and evaluating it at all points. This may not be feasible
as either |S| or σpFrvsGqmay be exponential. One of the key idea in [Mul16] is that instead
of asking for the exact set of generators (or separating invariants), we ask (all of) them to
be encoded into a succinct circuit along with additional variables that help us recover the
generators. Formally, we require a circuit CrV,Gspx, vq “

řN
j fjpvqgjpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xmq, such

that m,N are polynomially bounded, tfj | j P rN su is separating and the gj P FrV sG are
linearly independent. The paper defines V {G to be explicit if this CrV,Gs can be computed
in polynomial time2. This clearly, is harder than OCI as orbit closures of v, w intersect iff
Crv, xs´Crw, xs is identically 0. The paper shows that computing CrV,Gs P EXPSPACE
unconditionally and in EXPH assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis. The recent
work [GSS18] can be used to bring this down to PSPACE. Moreover, [Mul16] shows that
it is polynomial time computable for certain cases(discussed in next section) and conjec-
tures that it must be so for every reductive G and a rational representation V .

An aside - We have already seen that V is also an algebraic variety. The paper generalizes
the explicitness criteria (and the results) to an any variety W and asks for a circuit that
encodes an S. The separation condition is generalized by an integrality condition which
needs that FrW s is integral over S. This is called the NNL3 problem for the variety W .

4 Current Status

In full generality, since we can build the circuit of all generators in PSPACE and then solve
OCI by a PIT test which can be done in PSPACE and thus the problem OCI P PSPACE.
[Mul16] also gives a polynomial time randomized Monte-Carlo algorithm to construct the
generators. But this is far from being in P that is conjectured. So why does this conjecture
make sense? One piece of evidence is that for a certain set of groups and representations
we indeed have polynomial time algorithms (these will be discussed later). But there is a
more fundamental reason.

2You might wonder what the input size is or even how the input is provided. This is a bit technical for our
purposes but the thing is that the representation V of every reductive group G breaks as V “ ‘λmλVλ

3NNL stands for Noether normalization lemma which says that for any W a random S of size ą d (d is
the dimension) works with high probability but no smaller set does. The computational question then is to
derandomize this construction maybe by relaxing the size of S to be polypdq instead of d` 1
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4.1 “Morally” in X

A simple way to get a certificate is by giving a separating polynomial f . The problem is that
the f might have large degree and/or large coefficients.

A certificate is intuitively harder but look back at the Hilbert-Mumford criterion and at
least for the nullcone membership problem (NC) we have a 1-parameter subgroup. This is
expected to be much more succinct as the images are usually (conjugates of) diagonal ma-
trices of the form diagpza1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , zanq. These ai can be shown to be small and thus amazingly
the certificate seems easier to obtain.

If V is over C or R then we have another amazing result that seems like an easier way of
getting a certificate.

Theorem 4.1 (Kempf-Ness). Let G be a complex reductive group and let pV, ρq be a G-
representation where V is a complex vector space with an inner product. Define µpvq “
d‖g¨v‖
dg

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

g“e
Then v P V is not in the null-cone iff D0 ‰ y P G ¨ v, µpyq “ 0

Such a y, along with a certificate for y being in G ¨ v, is a certificate. Again, the issue is
bounds on its size. But, this seems like a more fruitful approach than bounding size of f
and this theorem is crucially used the analytic line of works.

5 Current Approaches

5.1 PIT

Given the links to circuits and PIT as outlined in GCT-5, a natural idea is to try to look at
groups and their actions such that solving the NNL for them reduces to PIT for a circuit class
which has already been derandomized.(Note that white-box derandomization suffices). For
this to happen, we must know explicitly what the generators of the invariant ring are and
whether these can be computed by a restricted circuit class. Utilizing this idea are the works
of [Mul16] and [FS13a]. The details are briefly given below.

1. G “ GLnpor SLnq, V “ Mpn,Fqr “ tpB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Brq | Bi P Mpn,Fqu and the action
is conjugation M ¨ pB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Brq “ pMB1M

´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,MBrM
´1q The invariants are gen-

erated by trace of matrix powers and these invariants can naively be encoded as an
algebraic branching program (ABP). ([Mul16, FS13a]) showed that it can in fact be
encoded in a restricted circuit class called read-once oblivious algebraic branching pro-
gram (ROABP). PIT for this was (quasi)derandomized by [FS13b] and thus, OCI has
a polynomial time algorithm.

2. G is reductive and dimpGq is a constant and V is any finite dimensional representation.
The generality is achieved by using a very general mechanism that holds for all reduc-
tive groups (kind of by definition). A short detour follows!
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5.1.1 Reynold’s Operator

Given a element v P V , there is a projection map to the space of invariant vectors
V G which in the case of finite groups is just averaging i.e Rpvq “ 1

|G|

ř

gPG g ¨ v. For
compact groups, the summation can be generalized by integrating using a Haar mea-
sure. This operator exists in general for reductive groups and is called the Reynold’s
operator. This operator RG : V Ñ V G also induces a map RG : FrV s Ñ FrV sG. It
thus maps polynomials to invariant polynomials. It has the property that is preserves
the degree. This means that if we have a degree bound, βpFrV sGq ď D, then we can
apply the operator to each monomial of degree ď D and these would generate the
invariant ring FrV sG. Two issues remain which prohibit using these in general. One is
the degree bound and the second is actually computing these. There are general pro-
cedures to compute these and the most used one is called the Cayley’s omega process.
We won’t discuss that and the interested reader is referred to [DK]

When the dimpGq is a constant the known degree bounds become polynomially bounded
and [Mul16] shows that the operator can be effectively computed and all of the in-
variants can be packed into a diagonal depth-3 circuit which was studied and (white-
box)derandomized by [RS05, AJS09, Sax08]. Thus, when dimpGq is a constant
OCI P P . [BGO`18] also uses this approach but not in the algebraic circuit model. It
analyses the case of SLn and shows that applying the Reynold’s operator (judiciously)
gives coefficients that are not too large (i.e. exponentially large in n).

5.2 Analytic

A line of very interesting work originated with [GGOW15] giving analytic algorithms for
these nullcone and orbit closure intersection questions. The group here usually is SLn1 ˆSLn2 ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ

SLnd and it acts on V “ Cn0 b Cn1 b ¨ ¨ ¨Cnd The case of d “ 2 which is equivalent to
Mpn1 ˆ n2,Fq

n0 is called operator scaling as it has origins and application in operator the-
ory and the general one is called tensor scaling. For the case of operator scaling, [GGOW15]
gave a polynomial time algorithm for NC and [AGL`18] extended it to OCI. For the general
tensor case, [BGO`18] gave a singly exponential algorithm. Other works [GGdOW17] give
connections to Brascamp-Lieb inequalities which is a vast generalization of the much-loved
AM-GM inequality. Read the beautifully written survey [GdO18] for details on these works.

The algorithms here are of the simple alternating minimization kind which have been used
for a long time but the main contribution of these works is to rigorously analyze these using
invariant theory tools namely the Hilbert-Mumford criterion and the Kempf-Ness criterion.
By their analytic nature, they work only for representations over C or R. The main idea is
as follows

• In every iteration, the input vector v is scaled by a simple alternating procedure.

• Associated with v is a progress function called the capacity which is some function
of its norm. Dually, we can associate another norm-based function (dspq) which is
related to the moment-map µ.

• We then calculate the decrease in the capacity in each iteration. And thus for any
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given ε, we know the number of iterations Ipεq for which the algorithm must be run
to decrease the capacity to ε. This is something like a polynomial in logp1ε q or 1

ε

• Clearly, if v P NG then the norm goes to 0. If not try to find a lower bound, ε0, on the
capacity.

• Run the scaling algorithm for Ipε0q steps. If you can decrease the capacity to ď ε0
then v P NG, else it’s not. Dually, we can show that either dspvq ě τ0 or it goes to 0.
Thus, if dspvq ă τ0, then v R NG

• Therefore, these algorithms can be viewed as minimization optimization procedures
over the functions cappq or the dspq. These aren’t convex but are geodesically convex
and [AGL`18] adapts convex optimisation procedures like gradient descent to tackle
this problem.

The scaling step is easy and thus always efficient. The 2 main bottlenecks for this are the
convergence rate Ipεq, which for the operator scaling case is polyplogp1ε qq but is polyp1ε q
for the generalized case of tensors, and the lower bound ε0, τ0 which is usually (singly)
exponentially small.

5.3 Algebraic

While there is no single unifying tool used in these, they use a variety of interesting and sur-
prising algebraic techniques. Apart from the algorithmic papers there are also many works
giving lower/upper degree bounds for the generators of the invariant rings, i.e. βpFrV sGq.
Let’s just list the algorithmic results and briefly discuss their contents.

1. For the left-right action of G “ SLnˆSLn, V “ Mpn,Fqr – Fr b Fn b Fn which
is the matrix scaling one that we saw above but for a general field. [DM17, IQS15]
gave degree bounds . [IQS17, IQS18] gave a polynomial time algorithm for NC and
[DM18] used this as a subroutine to extend it to OCI. The most interesting con-
tribution of the work is a constructive regularity lemma which says the following.
Given a tuple of matrices M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mm then for every d we define the matrix space
Bd :“ t

řl
i“1MibBi | Bi PMpd,Fqu. Given A P Bd with rank ą rd for some r we can

compute in polynomial time A1 P Bd of rank ě pr`1qd. Thus, the maximum rank ma-
trix is always a multiple of d. [DM16] gave an alternate proof of the non-constructive,
(i.e. that an A1 exists but not how to obtain it) version of this. [BJP17, BBJP19] have
used ideas from this work to give PTAS for the commutative and algebraic rank.

2. In [DM18], the authors also give an efficient reduction of OCI for the previous action
to that of G “ GLn V “ acting by conjugation i.e g ¨M “ gMg´1. Thus, even this
action has a polytime algorithm for OCI. Earlier, for this particular action, [IKS10] had
given a polytime algorithm for checking membership in orbit (and not the closure).
This action as which we have already seen in PIT also appears in matrix completion
problems.

3. For the conjugation action of GLn (same as above) but on the restricted space of
symmetric or skew-symmetric matrices (instead of all matrices), [IQ18] gave a poly-
nomial time-algorithm for checking if the orbits intersect, i.e., ?Dg ; pgBig´1qi “ pCiqi
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where Bi, Ci are (skew-)symmetric. They also extend this to decide if given arbitrary
matrices pBiqi, ?Dg ; pgBig´1qi is (skew-)symmetric. This is a very interesting work
as it generalises the idea of (skew)symmetry to a ˚-algebra which are algebras with
an operation denoted ˚ which is of order 2. It uses the fact that all such simple al-
gebras are classified (due to Weyl) and that in the simple case the problem can be
restricted for tuples of length 1 which can be easily solved. The algorithm also con-
tains many Lie-algebraic subroutines such as decomposition and radical computation
of Lie algebras to basically compute and simplify the ˚´algebra to the simple case.

One common advantage of these works is that they work on a large variety of fields, almost
all except small fields or certain characteristics, and output a witness i.e. a separating
invariant when the orbit closures don’t intersect.

6 Conclusion

The reader would(should!) be convinced by now that this area contains a ton of open prob-
lems with a wide array of interesting ideas and possible techniques. One one hand, there
are general questions like - can we improve the complexity from PSPACE to PH in gen-
eral?, show the existence of succinct or certificates?, and on the other, there are questions
related to analyzing specific representations. Can general ideas emerging in these works
like geodesic convex optimization, regularity-like lemmas, degree bounds, be used to solve
other problems? Let me just end now with an obvious disclaimer. While I’ve tried to not
omit any major results, guaranteeing comprehensiveness is hard (NP-hard?).
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